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YES!



provide access to the course material,
select the delivery tool,
agree on the language the course will be

delivered in,
select the timing of delivery so all students can

equally participate, and design the e-learning
experience so it is manageable. 

Identify Goals



A dependable on-line internet 
connection with a minimum one 
hour connection is essential.

Access



Internet-based
Support course material, email and 

discussion boards
Technical support for design and delivery
Seamless interface
User friendly

Delivery Tool



BlackBoard
A leading software infrastructure 
company for E-Learning. 

A Reader “Inclusion of Deaf People in 
Education and Society: A Cross Cultural 
Analysis of Policies and Practices”
Editors: Patricia Mudgett-DeCaro and 
Susan J. Foster

Delivery Tool



Awareness and sensitivity to 
cultural differences

•Faculty to student
•Student to student

Language



Select a time that ensures a full 
audience

•Quarter vs. Semester
•Difference time zones

Timing



Information Highway Officer
•One person making changes
•Limit Readings to 200 pages per 
Unit
•Appoint a Faculty Monitor to 
generate and focus discussions

Design



•Set-up informal discussions on 
personal interests (Coffee Pot notion)
•Required all students to participate in 
Bb discussions
•Required all students to upload photo 
and other bio information
•Reduced faculty Bb discussion 

Design



Organization of Bb Content
Each country was responsible for its own content



Bb Menu



Course Information



Course Documents



Course Documents – cont.



Communication



Discussion Board – cont.



Discussion Board – cont.



Roster



Roster – cont.



Students relied more on the Reader 
(printed version) than on Bb – but Bb 
was still used for viewing/downloading 
content.

Students Preference



Technical problems created real barriers 
but they can be overcome

Learning styles and personality are 
important considerations in selecting 
students

Conclusions



Cost of putting material on Bb was 
minimal – mainly paying a person to put 
the material on the site.

The Reader provided the content at a 
fraction of the cost

Conclusions – cont.



The content must have a editor. Leaving it to 
each "country" resulted in uneven 
material.

A "chat room" and simple web-site 
could address most of the communication 
needs.

Conclusions – cont.



Meeting as a group before the eLearning 
experience will likely increase 
communication dramatically.

English did not appear to be a major barrier

Conclusions – cont.



All the faculty reported that the eLearning 
process was a positive professional 
growth experience.

The universities benefited from faculty 
participation as evident from increased 
IT and eLearning skills.

Conclusions – cont.


